We describe an efficient and scalable system for automatic image categorization. Our approach seeks to marry scalable "model-free" neighborhood-based annotation with accurate boosting-based per-tag modeling. For accelerated neighborhood-based classification, we use a set of spatial data structures as weak classifiers for an arbitrary number of categories. We employ standard edge and color features and an approximation scheme that scales to large training sets. The weak classifier outputs are combined in a tagdependent fashion via boosting to improve accuracy. The method performs competitively with standard SVM-based per-tag classification with substantially reduced computational requirements. We present multi-label image annotation experiments using data sets of more than two million photos.
INTRODUCTION
Indexing and retrieval of digital content is a major research focus within multimedia analysis. The central obstacle remains the gap between low-level representations of content and semantic information upon which indices can be constructed. While numerous methods have been proposed to address this difficulty, one line of research aims to Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. incorporate semantic information based on automatic classifiers [15, 24, 28, 21] . Such descriptions can enhance content indexing for retrieval and management applications.
An established approach for constructing such automatic classifiers uses support vector machines (SVMs) to determine the probability than an image or keyframe belongs to a specific category. While this approach has proved successful, it is not easily scaled to either large training sets or large numbers of categories. Although training can often be performed offline, larger training sets also typically incur greater computational costs at test time. As a result, a variety of data sampling approaches have been proposed for classifier training.
At the same time, collections of manually annotated multimedia have proliferated on media sharing sites like Flickr and YouTube. These sites allow unconstrained annotation or tagging for text-based access to content. Throughout, we use the word "label" interchangeably with the words "tag" and "category", and operate under a binary category membership assumption. These public internet resources now provide abundant training data to develop media processing systems, albeit with labels of variable quality. Many standard statistical classifiers are unable to fully exploit these new resources without prohibitive computational complexity.
An emerging point of view is that "model-free" or weak learning techniques can be preferable in large-scale domains [5, 14] . More succinctly, the proposition is that given enough training data, simple models can often do as well or better than more complex models. The use of larger training sets constrains the choice of learning method. In our context, we consider two types of scalability: the number of training examples and the number of categories. To utilize large training sets, the computer vision community has successfully employed approximate non-parametric classification methods for object recognition [32] and scene completion [16] . We also build our approach to categorization on neighborhoodbased classification. Spatial indexing of the training data for efficient search is performed once and used for classification of all labels. Nearest neighbors (NN) is an attractive learning method because of its minimal limiting assumptions about the statistics of the data. The principal drawback of NN is the computational complexity of naive implementations. We address this difficulty with an approximate nearest neighbor approach that scales with the substantially larger training data sets now available.
Using approximate NN, we efficiently generate a set of classifiers based on subsets of low-level features. We combine these classifiers using boosting [27] to incorporate lightweight per-tag modeling that improves accuracy. The resulting increase in computational complexity is incurred disproportionately in the training phase with negligible cost at test time. With this framework, we leverage publicly available image data and standard features for classification. Our objective in this paper is to evaluate this approach in a generic image annotation context. We consider consumer photographs of highly variable content and annotations of limited quality available from Flickr. We compare directly against a standard SVM baseline for image annotation. Secondly, we study performance and computational tradeoffs with increasing training set size. Our results demonstrate that the approach scales readily to training sets on the order of millions of photos with accuracy that is competitive with per-tag SVM models.
RELATED WORK
The research community has proposed various techniques to semantically characterize visual content using automatic annotation. As the scale of available data has grown, research has shifted towards generic learning methods based on a common set of features [25] . One established technique is independent per-label SVM classification. To extend this approach to larger data sets and larger label sets, sampling and bagging strategies are typically employed [26, 30, 39] .
Many of these methods demonstrate negligible performance degradations with improved efficiency. Other formal classification approaches also have been proposed and successfully validated in the image analysis and retrieval domain [4, 17, 6, 7] , and also for video indexing [29, 38] . While these methods generally train separate models for each label, [33] is notable for extending conventional boosting to multi-label classification while sharing weak classifiers across labels. This work is complementary to ours and provides an avenue for future improvement of our system. In contrast, our approach simplifies training dramatically by unifying indexing for all labels via approximate NN classification.
The use of NN classification for scalable image search is an established approach. Zhang and Zhou [40] used exact nearest neighbors successfully for multi-label classification of several data sets. Hays and Efros [16] used public image databases and NN in combination with other computer vision techniques for scene completion. They used a distance measure for scene matching with exact NN to find candidate images for additional processing. Torralba et al. [32] used large data sets culled from the internet for object and scene recognition. Their work employed an approximate NN method based on principal components analysis and a distance measure selected for object recognition. Muja and Lowe have recently proposed randomized methods for accelerating nearest neighbors search with higher dimensional features in vision applications [23] . Li et al. [18] extend the annotation by search framework proposed in [37] using public photo collections. They focus their experiments on high quality photographs with annotations and comments. They use content-based image search to identify related photos in the training set and mine the associated text to annotate the test image. [19, 20] construct a tag relevance measure from visual and user information for annotation using Flickr photos. Instead, we consider an alternate approach to image similarity using different features and distance measures. We use an alternate approximation strategy without resorting to offline clustering, image downsampling, or feature projection while maintaining scalability to large labeled data sets. We also employ a different voting method that incorporates distances in the feature space.
Boosting has also been used in object recognition [33] , image annotation [39] , and image retrieval [31] applications. It has also been used to learn distance embeddings to approximate complex or costly distance measures for nearest neighbors search [3] . We don't use boosting to share information among tag models, although this is a potential extension of our work here. We also are not using boosting to either learn a distance measure or select a subset of low-level features. Instead, we use it to combine neighborhood-based weak annotations in a tag-dependent and efficient manner for categorization.
Our approach aims to combine the accuracy of tag dependent modeling [10] and the scalability of search-based methods [35] . Approximate NN indexing generates a set of weak annotations for each label according to its distribution in the neighborhood of a test photo. Boosting provides per-tag modeling to complement neighborhood-based classification while preserving scalability. The weak annotations are combined using RankBoost [13] to produce the final annotations. The proposed framework enables the use of large training sets to enhance performance without unduly increasing computational costs. Our experiments demonstrate competitive performance with per-tag modeling baselines, scalability to large training sets, and consistent improvements in accuracy with the use of additional training data.
SCALABLE CATEGORIZATION
Our system has four components. We first extract standard edge and color features to represent each photo. We next index the training features using a set of spatial trees that enable efficient approximate nearest neighbor search. The training images in the local neighborhood of a test image are then located by searching each tree. A corresponding set of weak annotations are calculated via distance-weighted vote. Finally, the weak annotations are combined using boosting to produce a final annotation score for each tag. The system design emphasizes scalability to large training sets and efficiency at test time.
Feature extraction
We employ a modified version of the edge orientation histogram feature developed for object recognition applications [9] . We process image blocks in a uniform nonoverlapping 5 × 5 spatial grid. In each block, after obtaining the Canny filter responses, the edge orientations are quantized into 16 uniform bins to form a histogram. The magnitudes of the edge response at each pixel are accumulated in the corresponding bin. An extra bin is used for any edge magnitudes below a threshold, or equivalently, to count the smooth points. This bin dominates the histogram for blocks without significant detectable edges. The resulting feature dimensionality is 25 · 17 = 425. We also compute the first and second color moments in the LUV color space per block with dimensionality 25·6 = 150. All features are normalized in a per-dimension min-max style. For dimension i, f m i and f M i are the minimum and maximum of that dimension, each feature value fi is normalized tofi =
wherefi is used for further processing.
Classification Scheme
For categorization, we utilize a standard non-parametric classifier: nearest neighbors. To limit computational complexity, we use established approximation techniques. The nearest neighbor problem is to find k points in a data set X ⊂ IR D containing N points that are closest to a query point q ∈ IR D . Approximation algorithms return the points within (1 + ) distance of the true nearest neighbors. Several effective methods exist for this problem when the dimension is moderate (i.e. on the order of ten), such as kd-trees and metric trees. In [2] , Arya and Mount devised a variant of the standard kd-tree that can be constructed in O(DN log N ) time with a space complexity of size O(DN ). We have used their data structure and software implementation [22] for approximate search throughout. We also apply an early termination criterion which limits the number of points evaluated and can mitigate the impact of outliers on average performance. Let the parameter m denote the maximum number of points visited before terminating the current search. This parameter is set to m = 10000.
Kd-trees do not scale well with increasing feature dimensionality. There are many choices by which these limitations can be surmounted. Often, clustering is used to accelerate nearest neighbors search in multimedia applications [11, 35] . [32] used image downsampling and principal components analysis to reduce the dimensionality prior to nearest neighbor search. Instead, we process disjoint subsets of our features independently for search and annotation, and combine the results using boosting. Assume the features have dimensionality D. We select T, B such that D = T · B, and divide the features in to T subsets of size B. In this way, each kd-tree indexes a B-dimensional feature subset, and we compute T corresponding kd-trees. This approach has been successfully used for image orientation classification [36] .
Each tree is used as a weak classifier that produces a corresponding annotation result for each tag. Given a query image q, the k nearest neighbors from each of the T trees are identified. Denote these approximate nearest neighbors for tree t by Nt(q) = {xi : i = 1, · · · , k} . Assume the elements of Nt(q) are sorted in strictly increasing order of distance from q such that x1 is the closest to q. Denote the distance from the i th closest of the k images by d(xi, q). Throughout, we use the Euclidean distance measure. Each training sample xi is associated with a vector y(i) ∈ {±1} L where y(i, l) = 1 indicates that training sample xi was tagged with the l th label in the tag vocabulary. A unnormalized confidence value is produced for label l and tree t:
To combine the rankings using boosting in the following section, we normalize these confidence values such thatŷt(q, l) ∈ [0, 1].
Per-label boosting
The process above generates T weak classifier outputs for each tag. To augment our model-free classification with pertag modeling, we use boosting [27] to aggregate the rankings of each weak classifier. For this, we reserve a portion of training data that is not used for constructing the spatial trees above. This reserved data is annotated using the spatial trees, and the results and corresponding training labels are used for learning the final boosted classifier. We employ RankBoost [13] , which is a boosting algorithm specifically developed for ranking problems. RankBoost iteratively optimizes a reweighted exponential ranking loss to produce a final boosted classifier with the form
Denote the sets of positive and negative training examples by X1 and X0 respectively. The weighted ranking loss for a specific weak classifierŷt is
W (x0, x1) are weights representing the importance of the pair (x0, x1) within the training set. At each iteration, we calculate
This somewhat resembles the use of boosting in [39] to combine SVM classifiers in multiple per-tag boosted classifiers. In contrast, we employ a loss function designed for ranking problems to combine weak rankings independently per tag.
We have yet to explore further accelerating our model training by sharing weak classifiers across models. In summary, RankBoost provides an efficient and principled means of combining the outputs from each search tree into a final classifier. The boosted classifiers use tag specific weightings to aggregate the weak neighborhood-based classifiers.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we review a series of image categorization experiments. First, we examine several choices for designing weak neighborhood-based classifiers. We compare edge and color features and several different feature subsets for spatial indexing and search. Second, we perform two experiments to benchmark our approach relative to per-tag SVMs. In the first, we compare our results to the Mediamill benchmark [29] , a high performance per-tag SVM baseline. Next, we compare against per-tag SVMs using a larger test set of Flickr photos. Lastly, we perform scaling tests to examine performance and computational complexity tradeoffs as the number of training photos varies two orders of magnitudes to more than two million photos. Our data was collected from Flickr by searching for images possessing at least one of a set of 900 popular tags uploaded over a several month period. However, any single Flickr user's photos are restricted to a single partition (training, fusion, or test) to limit the impact of near-duplicates in all experiments. Although Flickr tags are subjectively applied and thus pose problems as a source for ground truth, we use them here in experiments with Flickr data. In the experiments with the Mediamill data, The experiments show that our approach successfully combines large training sets for model-free spatial search with boosting for tag dependent modeling. Both elements of the approach enhance performance while achieving scalability with both the number of tags and training set size. Before detailing our results we describe our codebase for testing. Throughout we employ a hybrid Python/C++ codebase that is designed for large scale testing in a distributed computing environment. Where possible, computations are performed in independent threads on a per-tree or per-tag basis. The code is written to minimize per-thread memory consumption rather than optimize per-photo complexity. Per-photo processing time could be reduced by using more memory per-thread or otherwise reducing file system accesses. Whenever multiple processing cores are used in parallel, we multiply the resulting computation times by the number of processors to obtain a normalized estimate of timing on a single processor. As a result, these experiments allow us to understand the basic scalability of our system with both the number of tags and training set size without limiting hardware assumptions. Most of the experiments were conducted on a Linux machine with eight 2.66GHz Intel Xeon processors either alone or in combination with other Linux machines with slower processors.
Comparing weak classifiers
First, we consider several choices for constructing the spatial trees and corresponding weak classifiers using Equation 1. We use a pilot data set containing photos with at least one of the 50 most popular tags. The training set consisted of 28,157 photos, while the test set was 28,158 photos. We consider a set of 42 tags that result after Porter stemming and ranking the tags by thresholding the ratio of the average precision of our method against a random result. This allows us to measure our annotation performance using tags requiring less disambiguation [20] . The tags appear in Table 5 . Throughout, we report results for annotation using per-tag average precision (AP) and the mean average precision (MAP) over the set of tags. Table 1 shows MAP results for several choices for weak classifiers. The "Avg." column shows the mean of the per-tree MAPs. The "MF" column shows the MAP after first combining the results of each weak classifier using mean fusion. The edge histogram and color moment features are denoted EHST and CLRM, respectively. Our default trees combine each feature dimension across all spatial blocks so that B = 25 for 5 × 5 spatial blocks and T = D/B, using the definitions of Section 3.2. The spatial trees group features within each spatial block together in a corresponding tree so that T = 25 and B = D/25. We include two other variations for indexing: random projection(RP) [12] and random subspaces (RS) [30, 39] . In both cases, B = 25 and T = 18. The last row shows the use of principal components analysis (PCA) on downsampled color images as in [32] . For this case, we retain the first B = 19 principal component projection coefficients and build a tree for each color channel (T = 3).
We also include results for a per-tag SVM baseline. We use reduced training sets for parameter tuning and train the SVMs using asymmetric bagging [30] . Denote the positive and negative training examples for a given tag used for classifier construction by T + and T − , respectively. Then
The choices for these training set sizes were not systematically optimized but have produced good performance in other experiments [1] . Given the reduced training set T = T + ∪ T − , we perform a basic parameter optimization via grid search using LibSVM [8] , and train nine SVMs using the learned parameters. For each we use different training sets by resampling the training data using the proportions of positive and negative examples above.
The SVM and projection methods perform best in terms of average MAP (Avg. column) over the set of weak classifiers. This is likely due to their use of the complete feature data in each tree or classifier. However, the feature subset methods perform better in terms of mean fusion MAP (MF column). This demonstrates that the individual trees capture diverse information regarding the tags, and that bagging effectively integrates this information. The individual SVMs all use the same features and many of the same positive exemplars. As a result, bagging offers more limited performance gains with the SVMs. RS and RP do not significantly outperform the disjoint default and spatial feature subsets in combination. As a result, we use the disjoint subsets for simplicity in the remaining experiments.
Incorporating boosting
In the second experiment, we use RankBoost to combine our weak classifiers. We use the trees constructed in the first experiment (from 28,157 photos). The boosted classifiers are learned using corresponding weak annotations for the test data from the first experiment (28,158 photos). We use an additional set of 85,997 photos for testing. The time complexity for constructing the spatial trees appears in the second column from the left of Table 2 . These times are cumulative for all trees, and are independent of the number of tags. The test times for weak annotation are averaged over the number of tags and number of photos to indicate the time complexity of weak annotation for a single tag-photo pair. To be clear, these average times are for weak annotation of the final test set of 85,997 photos. We have not included the times for weakly annotating the fusion set of 28,158 photos here as this processing can be done offline; that cost is readily estimated from the results here. Generally speaking, the cost is under 0.5ms per tree or weak annotation, and under 20ms per photo for the set of all weak annotations for a single tag. We also consider combinations of the edge (EHST) and color moment (CLRM) features for categorization. Generally, the edge features produce improved performance with additional cost due to their higher dimensionality relative to the color features. Table 2 shows the training and testing complexity for boosted annotation. To clarify, when combining edge and color features, a single boosted classifier is learned per tag from all available trees. A hierarchical alternative is to learn a separate boosted classifier for each feature modality, and then combine them in a second boosting step. We have left this option for future work. Likewise, for the results using "ALL" trees, a single boosted classifier is learned per tag that combines the 73 possible weak classifiers. Classifier training is around 20 seconds per tag, and testing is on the order of 0.1ms per photo and tag. In all, testing per tag-photo pair requires 5ms-25ms. We include the results of baseline per-tag SVM classifiers constructed as in Section 4.1. The combination of neighborhood-based weak annotation and boosting outperforms the bagged SVMs which require significantly more training time, and about twice as much testing time. Note that the training time for the weak classifiers (tree construction) is a tag-independent total, while the SVM (and boosted classifier) training times are averaged per tag.
Mediamill challenge
The Mediamill challenge [29] is a benchmark video concept detection data set derived from the TRECVID video retrieval evaluation. We use it here for image annotation experiments with 101 concepts or tags that have been manually annotated. The first challenge experiment trains per-tag SVM visual detectors that are optimized using cross validation to compare a "large number of SVM parameter combinations." Their performance provides a high performance per-tag benchmark on a data set and tag set of reasonable scale. We compare our approach directly against the benchmark by randomly splitting the challenge training set into two partitions. The first is comprised of 22,625 keyframes and is used to construct spatial trees for nearest neighbor search. The second contains 8,368 shots and is used to train per-tag boosted classifiers via RankBoost. Results appear in Table 3 and show that our method performs competitively. We include MAP results for both the full 101 tag challenge and the smaller lscom-lite tag subset [24] . While we have designed our approach to scale to larger training and test sets, it achieves competitive performance on this smaller data set without requiring costly off-line training or parameter optimization. We also use standard low-level visual features in contrast to the specialized features of [29] which are detailed in [34] . Although the data set is smaller, the results demonstrate both efficiency and accuracy over a larger set of tags.
Scalability
Finally, we examine complexity and performance tradeoffs as the number of training images used for model-free annotation is varied. The number of training photos used in the construction of the spatial trees for weak classification ranges roughly two orders of magnitude from 24,999 to 2,186,736. Over this range, the cost of tree construction scales approximately linearly. Again this cost is amortized over all tags considered, and wholly accounts for the added complexity with scale. Tree search (weak annotation) doesn't increase significantly, due to both the design of the spatial trees and the use of a truncated priority search. Because the boosted classifier uses the same set of photos (with different weak annotations) for training, its computational costs also are stable. Thus test complexity for the entire system is largely unchanged. The additional per-tag training cost incurred by RankBoost is substantially less than conventional per-tag classifiers.
At the same time, MAP shows consistent improvement Table 5 shows detailed per-tag performance results for these three training set scales.
CONCLUSION
We have presented an approach to image categorization using approximation methods to scale neighborhood-based classification to higher dimensional features and larger training sets without sacrificing efficiency. Incorporating boosting for lightweight per-tag modeling enables our approach to perform competitively with per-tag modeling using SVMs. Our short term future work will examine performance and efficiency tradeoffs with various parameter settings. A variety of other choices or combinations of low-level features are also worth evaluating. We believe that our approach is far from optimized in the annotation context and substantial improvements remain possible.
There are several hierarchical variations of the method that are of interest. One first uses boosting to combine trees within a feature modality. The second step would combine the per-tag boosted classifiers from each modality in a second per-tag boosting step. In a complementary extension, we can use boosting to examine inter-tag relationships. As shown in [33, 39] , boosting naturally lends itself to this objective. It is also interesting to consider the ability of different feature modalities to capture such inter-tag relationships. Boosting's application as a feature selection mechanism can be exploited here [31] . Because the design of our weak classifiers does not depend on the number of tags, considering additional feature modalities and larger tag sets remains computationally tractable. Table 5 : Average precision results for 42 image tags using a varying number of training images. The numbers along the top of the average precision columns indicate the number of training images used for weak annotation. Boosted classifiers using all weak annotations correspond to the MAP results for "ALL" from 
